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Recently, with the advent of the Internet of Things (IoT), Smart Cities have emerged as a poten-
tial business opportunity for most cloud service providers. However, centralized cloud architectures
cannot sustain the requirements imposed by many IoT services. High mobility coverage and low la-
tency constraints are among the strictest requirements, making centralized solutions impractical. In
response, theoretical foundations of Fog Computing have been introduced to set up a distributed cloud
infrastructure by placing computational resources close to end-users. However, the acceptance of its
foundational concepts is still in its early stages. A key challenge still to answer is Service Function
Chaining (SFC) in Fog Computing, in which services are connected in a specific order forming a
service chain to fully leverage on network softwarization. Also, Low Power Wide Area Networks
(LPWANs) have been getting significant attention. Opposed to traditional wireless technologies, LP-
WANs are focused on low bandwidth communications over long ranges. Despite their tremendous
potential, many challenges still arise concerning the deployment and management of these technolo-
gies, making their wide adoption difficult for most service providers. In this article, a Mixed Integer
Linear Programming (MILP) formulation for the IoT service allocation problem is proposed, which
takes SFC concepts, different LPWAN technologies andmultiple optimization objectives into account.
To the best of our knowledge, our work goes beyond the current state-of-the-art by providing a com-
plete end-to-end (E2E) resource provisioning in Fog-cloud environments while considering cloud and
wireless network requirements. Evaluations have been performed to evaluate in detail the proposed
MILP formulation for Smart City use cases. Results show clear trade-offs between the different provi-
sioning strategies. Our work can serve as a benchmark for resource provisioning research in Fog-cloud
environments since the model approach is generic and can be applied to a wide range of IoT use cases.
1. Introduction
In recent years, the Internet of Things (IoT) has intro-
duced a whole new set of challenges and opportunities by
converting everyday life objects into smart communicating
devices [1]. Due to the advent of IoT and the wide adop-
tion of virtualization and cloud technologies, the concept
of Smart Cities has become an even more attractive busi-
ness opportunity [2]. Smart Cities powered by IoT aim to
revolutionize different domains of urban life. For instance,
improving public transportation and environmental moni-
toring. According to Cisco [3], billions of devices will be
integrated in the IoT ecosystem in the forthcoming years.
All these devices will be connected to the network, sending
and receiving data to the cloud, making current centralized
cloud solutions impractical. As an answer, Fog Computing
[4, 5] has emerged as an extension to the cloud paradigm, by
bringing cloud services closer to the end devices, thus, help-
ing to meet the demanding requirements introduced by IoT
services (e.g. low latency, high mobility coverage). Waste
management platforms and surveillance camera systems are
already envisioned Smart City use cases for Fog-cloud in-
frastructures, which will benefit from the nearby real-time
processing, storage procedures and data analytics to over-
come the limitations of centralized cloud environments [6].
Furthermore, IoT is pushing for a paradigm shift in terms
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of connectivity for these so-called smart devices. Recently,
Low Power Wide Area Networks (LPWANs) have drawn
significant attention [7]. These wireless solutions enable low
bandwidth communications over long ranges, up to several
kilometers, at low power consumption, ensuring a high de-
vice lifetime. LoRaWAN [8], Sigfox [9] and the upcom-
ing IEEE 802.11ah standard [10] are among the most pop-
ular LPWAN technologies today. In spite of their signifi-
cant potential to impact the IoT ecosystem, the current mar-
ket is highly fragmented and many challenges still exist con-
cerning the deployment and management of these technolo-
gies, making their wide adoption difficult for most service
providers. Additionally, micro-services are currently revolu-
tionizing software development practices [11]. An applica-
tion is decomposed in a set of small, self-contained contain-
ers deployed across a large number of servers, as opposed
to the traditional single monolithic application. Containers
are currently the most promising alternative to the conven-
tional Virtual Machines (VMs), due to their high scalabil-
ity and low overhead. Nevertheless, several challenges still
prevent cloud providers and end users from fully benefiting
from network virtualization and micro-service patterns. For
example, users access a database to retrieve collected data,
in which data values were already filtered and modified by a
machine learning engine. Cloud providers must implement
proper allocation strategies to ensure that database services
are instantiated close to the users and that machine learning
services are allocated nearby database ones to reduce the la-
tency in accessing the inferred results. This key challenge is
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called Service Function Chaining (SFC) [12, 13], where ser-
vicesmust be connected in a specific order, forming a service
chain that each request needs to traverse to access a particular
Network Service (NS). Thus, NSs are dynamically config-
ured in software without any significant change at the hard-
ware level, which results in optimized network resources and
increased application performance. Although SFC provides
high flexibility and low operational costs, SFC concepts are
still quite unexplored in Fog Computing since most SFC re-
search is focused on Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC)
use cases, in which the interactions between fog locations
and the cloud are not considered [14]. In MEC scenarios, all
services are preferably allocated at the network edge close to
end-users to reduce latency and avoid congestion in the net-
work core while in Fog Computing, services can be placed
in a fog node or cloudlet [15], but also in the cloud mak-
ing the inherent bi-directional communications crucial due
to the hierarchical architecture. For example, a service may
be allocated in the cloud due to its high computational re-
quirements but needs to interact with another service, which
may be located in a Fog location. These interactions (e.g.
low latency, minimum available bandwidth) must be guar-
anteed. These bi-directional communications are currently
not being studied in the context of MEC.
Although the theoretical foundations of Fog Computing
have been already established, its adoption is in early stages.
Research challenges in terms of resource provisioning and
service scheduling persist. Therefore, in this article, aMixed-
Integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulation for the IoT
service allocation problem is proposed, which takes SFC
concepts, different LPWAN technologies and multiple op-
timization objectives into consideration. To the best of our
knowledge, our work goes beyond the current state-of-the-
art by bridging the gap between the cloud and the wireless
domain, since most research only focuses on one of the do-
mains and almost no consideration is given to the joint op-
timization of both. Finally, evaluations have been performed
to validate our proposal, specifically for Smart City use cases.
The proposedMILPmodel optimizes SFC allocation in Fog-
cloud environments by not only reducing user latency since
services (e.g. databases) are instantiated close to users, but
also by decreasing the sensor’s data transfer time and tak-
ing bandwidth requirements into account. The result of our
work can serve as a benchmark in research covering IoT pro-
visioning issues in Fog Computing since themodel approach
is generic, considers several cloud and wireless aspects and
can be applied to a wide range of IoT use cases. Further-
more, our model can be adopted in realistic scenarios as the
ones presented in Section 4 and the performance of future
heuristics can be assessed based on our measured results.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In
the next Section, related work is discussed. Section III in-
troduces the proposed MILP model for the IoT service al-
location problem. In Section IV, the use cases are described
which is followed by the evaluation setup in Section V. Next,
in Section VI, results are shown. Finally, conclusions are
presented in Section VII.
2. Related Work
Resource provisioning or also known as resource alloca-
tion has been studied for years in the network management
domain [16], [17]. In recent years, resource provisioning
and service placement issues gained significant attention in
the field of Fog Computing. In [18], an optimization for-
mulation for the service deployment of IoT applications in
Fog scenarios has been proposed and implemented as a pro-
totype called FogTorch. Their approach focused not only
on hardware and software demands, but also on Quality of
Service (QoS) requirements, such as network latency and
bandwidth. Results showed that their heuristic algorithm en-
sures the optimal deployment of services while decreasing
hardware capacity and increasing resource demands. Addi-
tionally, in [19], the IoT service placement issue has been
modeled as an optimization problem. The model focused
on the maximization of Fog resources and the minimiza-
tion of overall network delay. Their work has been extended
in [20], where application QoS metrics and deadlines for
the provisioning of each type of application have been taken
into account in their ILP formulation. In [21] both archi-
tectural and resource allocation concepts have been tackled.
The authors presented a provisioning algorithm focused on
service elasticity and on the optimization of available re-
sources. Simulation results showed that the proposed algo-
rithm efficiently allocates resources whileminimizing the re-
sponse time and maximizing the throughput. Furthermore,
in [22], a particle swarm optimization algorithm has been in-
troduced for the resource provisioning in Fog-cloud infras-
tructures specifically focused on Smart buildings. Results
showed that their approach can reduce the response time,
the data transfer and the cost of VM allocation. In [23], a
provisioning algorithm formulated as a Mixed-Integer Non-
Linear (MINL) problem has been presented for VM alloca-
tion in IoT networks. Their proposal enables the offload-
ing of computationally intensive and delay-sensitive tasks to
Fog nodes connected to IoT gateways. Their goal is to mini-
mize the system cost bymeeting QoS requirements. Then, in
[24], their work has been extended by evaluating the trade-
off between maximizing the reliability and minimizing the
overall system cost. A highly computationally complex ILP
model has been described followed by a heuristic-based al-
gorithm able to find suboptimal solutions, albeit achieving
better time efficiency. Additionally, in [25], a MILP for-
mulation addressing the MEC resource provisioning issue
for IoT services has been introduced. Their approach fo-
cused on the provisioning of resources (edge servers and ap-
plications) as well as the workload assignment while min-
imizing latency. Moreover, in [26], two placement strate-
gies in Fog Computing based on matching game algorithms
have been introduced. The first one is based on SFC con-
cepts, by taking into account the ordered sequence of ser-
vices requested by each application. The second one over-
looks the SFC structure, to lower the computation complex-
ity without losing performance. Comparison results high-
lighted the increased performance of the stated methods. In
[27], the authors proposed a Fog Computing scheme to sup-
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port IoT-based crowdsensing applications. Their proposal
focused on a MINL formulation, which has then been lin-
earized into a MILP model. Results showed that their pro-
posal can outperform traditional cloud infrastructures. Ad-
ditionally, in [28], a scheduling mechanism for resource pro-
visioning in Fog Computing based on deep reinforcement
learning has been presented. The work focuses on minimiz-
ing the time consumption of safety-related applications in
vehicular fog use cases. Results confirmed that their alloca-
tion schemes can reduce time consumption when compared
to traditional cloud infrastructures. Recently, in [29], a pro-
visioning approach for Fog Computing based on Bayesian
learning techniques has been presented. Their work focuses
on the dynamic scaling of resources according to the cur-
rent network demand. Simulation results have shown that
their proposal can reduce costs and delay violations. Fur-
thermore, in [30], a resource allocation approach focused
on dynamic deadline-based requirements has been proposed.
Their proposal provisions resources in a hierarchical man-
ner by considering dynamic changes in user requirements
and the limited available resources in Fog nodes. Simulation
results have shown improvements in terms of data process-
ing time, allocation costs and network delay when compared
with other approaches.
Although most of the cited research has dealt with pro-
visioning issues in Fog Computing, none of the aforemen-
tioned studies considered realistic latency-sensitive services
with actual E2E latency demands, or any kind of connec-
tivity constraints coming from the wireless domain. Also,
few works considered the strict requirements coming from
service chains or container-based applications. Most studies
are focused on VM allocations, while container-based pro-
visioning is still a novel research topic. Thus, in this article,
a MILP formulation has been proposed to tackle the prob-
lem of resource provisioning in Fog-cloud environments fo-
cused on containerized services. The present work builds
further on [31] by considering SFC concepts, different LP-
WAN technologies and several optimization objectives. By
combining characteristics coming from the cloud and the
wireless domain, our approach paves the way towards a com-
plete E2E resource provisioning in the Smart City ecosys-
tem.
3. The MILP Model: E2E Service
Provisioning in Fog-cloud Infrastructures
This section introduces theMILP formulation for the IoT
service allocation problem. Then, the variables considered
in the model are described, followed by the objectives and
respective constraints.
3.1. Model Description
The proposed MILP model significantly extends the au-
thors’ recent previous work [31] as follows: the previous
formulation has already considered cloud and wireless char-
acteristics. Nevertheless, several additions have been made
to the model mainly dealing with service chaining and LP-
WAN characteristics. The most relevant ones are the limited
bandwidth capacity of cloud and Fog nodes and the mini-
mum bandwidth requirement of micro-services. Then, la-
tency metrics have been included instead of hop count. Sev-
eral SFC and Network Slicing concepts have been added.
LoRaWAN has been also included as an LPWAN technol-
ogy. Then, micro-service replication and the gateway band-
width factor have been added as a decision variable. Finally,
the sensors’ data transfer time and the user latency have been
included as an optimization objective.
The model decomposes an IoT application in a set of dif-
ferent micro-services, which have a replication factor. Mul-
tiple users are expected to access these micro-services. Sen-
sors are spread across the network area to collect data. Each
sensor needs to be connected with a wireless gateway to be
able to send data to the Fog-cloud infrastructure. The band-
width available per sensor is affected by a gateway band-
width factor, which may increase the sensor’s data transfer
time. The Fog-cloud infrastructure manages a set of nodes,
in which micro-service instances must be allocated based on
its requirements and subject to multiple constraints:
• Nodes have limited capacities (e.g. CPU and memory).
• Micro-service instances cannot be instantiated on every
node, due to specific hardware or software requirements.
• Gateways have limited capacity, based on amaximumnum-
ber of association identifiers (AIDs).
• Sensors can only associatewith gatewayswithin their com-
munication range.
• Sensors need to be associated with the gateway slice allo-
cated for the particular application which they are trying
to access.
• The sensors’ data transfer time depends on the selected
LPWAN technology.
• All micro-services composing an application must be al-
located in the network.
• Users must access their assigned application.
• The replication factor of each micro-service depends on
the number of user requests.
Themodel incorporatesmultiple optimization objectives,
which are executed iteratively. In each iteration, a differ-
ent optimization objective is considered. Additional con-
straints are added to the model to retain the objective val-
ues obtained in previous iterations, imposing an upper or
lower bound. Consequently, since iterations must satisfy
the previous optimal solutions, the solution space continu-
ously decreases. Every iteration refines the previously ob-
tained solution by improving the model with an additional
optimization objective. Sequential objectives have been pre-
ferred to multi-criteria objectives to reduce the complexity
of the MILP model calculation. Furthermore, opposing al-
location policies have been applied in the evaluation, thus,
the sequential ordering of objectives eased the shift between
strategies and refining the solution space. The objectives
considered in the model are the following:
1) Maximization of accepted user requests.
2) Minimization of service migrations between iterations.
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Table 1
Input variables related to the cloud infrastructure
Symbol Description
N The set of nodes on which micro-service instances are executed.
A The set of all IoT applications. Each application is composed of a set of different micro-services.
S The set of all micro-services.
ID The set of SFC identifiers.
U The set of users.
L The set of locations where users can access a given application a " A.
Φu,a The user assignment matrix. If Φu,a = 1, the user u makes use of the application a.
a The maximum number of users that can associate with an application.
s The maximum number of users that can associate with a micro-service instance.
u The association cost of the user u for the assigned application.
 The maximum replication factor for each micro-service.
s The SFC first position indicator. If s = 1, the micro-service s is the first micro-service in the service chain.
s The SFC last position indicator. If s = 1, the micro-service s is the last micro-service in the service chain.
 The service migration factor represents the maximum allowed percentage of micro-service reallocations.
Ia,s
The Instance matrix. If Ia,s = 1, the micro-service s is part of application a. Otherwise, the micro-service s is not
part of application a.
Rs,n
The Relation matrix. If Rs,n = 1, the micro-service s can be allocated on node n. Otherwise, it cannot be
instantiated on node n due to hardware or software limitations.
Ωn The total CPU capacity (in cpu) of the node n " N .
Γn The total memory capacity (in GB) of the node n " N .
Δn The bandwidth capacity (in Mbit/s) of the node n " N .
!s The CPU requirement (in cpu) of the micro-service s " S.
s The memory requirement (in GB) of the micro-service s " S.
s The bandwidth requirement (in Mbit/s) of the micro-service s " S.
Bn1 ,n2 The bandwidth matrix indicates the available bandwidth capacity (Mbit/s) between the node n1 and the node n2.
n1 ,n2 The latency matrix indicates the latency (in ms) between the node n1 and the node n2.
l1 ,l2 The location matrix indicates the latency (in ms) between the location l1 and the location l2.
n,l The node location matrix indicates the latency (in ms) between node n and location l.
u,l The user location matrix indicates the latency (in ms) between user u and location l.
u,n The user node matrix indicates the latency (in ms) between user u and node n.
Csi ,sj
The Communication matrix indicates the minimum amount of bandwidth (in Mbit/s) between the micro-services
si and sj for their proper operation. The micro-service si is the source of the network flow while sj is the sink.
En,l If En,l = 1, the node n is at location l.
Eu,l If Eu,l = 1, the user u is at location l.
si ,sj
The service matrix. If si ,sj = 1, the flow bandwidth between the micro-service si and the micro-service sj needs
to be guaranteed. If si ,sj = 0, the flow bandwidth does not need to be guaranteed.
3) Minimization of the number of active nodes.
4) Minimization of the number of active gateways.
5) Minimization of the network latency.
6) Minimization of the sensor’s data transfer time.
7) Minimization of the user latency.
3.2. Variables
The input variables used in the model are shown in Ta-
ble 1 and in Table 2, while decision variables are shown in
Table 3. All variables added to previous work have been un-
derlined. Thirty-one new input variables have been included
in the model. Furthermore, thirteen new decision variables
have been added to the model, while two others have been
slightly modified to address micro-service replication. Re-
garding cloud formulation, a set of applicationsA composed
of micro-services S need to be allocated on nodes n " N .
Each application a has a given SFC identifier id " ID. All
micro-services have a maximum number of replicas given
by . The replication factor for a particular micro-service
s "S for the application a with the SFC identifier id is given
by a,id,s. Thus, the model determines the exact number ofreplicas for each micro-service depending on the considered
objective (e.g. maximizing user requests, reducing user la-
tency). Each micro-service s has a CPU and a memory re-
quirement represented by !s (in cpu) and s (in GB) respec-tively. For instance, a CPU requirement equal to 0.5 cpu
(i.e. 500 millicpu) means that the micro-service needs 50%
of a core to operate properly. Also, each micro-service s
has a minimum bandwidth requirement represented by s (inMbit/s). A binary placement matrix P is used to represent
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Table 2
Input variables related to the wireless dimensioning
Symbol Description
GW The set of wireless gateways.
SR The set of sensors.
SL The set of network slices.
Θgw The total association identifiers (AIDs) available on a gateway gw " GW .
sr Each sensor sr " SR needs an AID to connect with a gateway.
Φsr,a The sensor assignment matrix. If Φsr,a = 1, the sensor sr makes use of the application a.
Dgw,sr The Distance matrix indicates the distance (in meters) between the gateway gw and the sensor sr.
PLgw,sr The Path Loss matrix indicates the path loss (in dB) between the gateway gw and the sensor sr.
Asr,gw The Association matrix. If Asr,gw = 1, the sensor sr can associate with the gateway gw.
Aa,sl The Application Slice matrix. If Aa,sl = 1, the slice sl is responsible for the wireless traffic belonging to app. a.
Asr,sl
The Slice Association matrix. If Asr,sl = 1, the sensor sr needs to be assigned to the slice sl due to its associated
application.
Bsl,gw The Bandwidth matrix indicates the available bandwidth capacity (in Mbit/s) for the slice sl in the gateway gw.
sr,sl,gw
The Data Rate matrix indicates the available bandwidth (in Mbit/s) for the sensor sr assigned to slice sl in the
gateway gw.
gw,l The gateway location matrix indicates the latency (in ms) between gateway gw and location l.
gw,n The gateway node matrix indicates the latency (in ms) between gateway gw and node n.
Igw The IEEE 802.11 ah matrix. If Igw = 1, the gateway gw is an IEEE 802.11 ah gateway.
Lgw The LoRaWAN matrix. If Lgw = 1, the gateway gw is a LoRaWAN gateway.
Kgw
The gateway access delay matrix represents the propagation time (in ms) from the gateway gw to the Fog-cloud
infrastructure.
a The number of bits needed to be transmitted in each upload message for application a.
sr The number of bits needed to be transmitted by each sensor sr based on the assigned application.
Egw,l If Egw,l = 1, the gateway gw is at location l.
Esr,l If Esr,l = 1, the sensor sr is at location l.
in which node n, the replica i of a micro-service s is al-
located. Also, the previous placement matrix P a,ids,i (n)i−1 isadded to the model so that decisions can be made in terms of
servicemigrations since themodel has information onwhere
micro-service instances have been allocated on the previous
iteration. Then, the service migrations matrix M is used
to indicate if a particular micro-service replica has been re-
allocated on another node. If Ma,ids,i = 1, the replica i ofmicro-service s for the application a with the SFC identi-
fier id has been reallocated based on the previous placement
matrix. Additionally, the service migration factor  repre-
sents the maximum allowed percentage of service realloca-
tions between model iterations.
Regarding wireless formulation, the model supports two
LPWAN technologies, which have been represented through
linear equations: IEEE 802.11ah and LoRaWAN. The Lo-
RaWAN formulations are based on the work presented in
[32]. The binary matrix Igw indicates if the gateway gw isan IEEE 802.11ah gateway, while the binary matrixLgw de-termines if the gateway gw is a LoRaWAN gateway. Also,
the gateway access delay matrix given byKgw represents theaccess delay from the gateway gw to the Fog-cloud infras-
tructure. Without loss of generality, if Igw = 1 (i.e. IEEE802.11 ah gateway), the access delay corresponds to 2 ms.
Otherwise, if Lgw = 1 (i.e. LoRaWAN gateway), the accessdelay is equal to 5 ms. The distance matrix D indicates the
distance (in meters) between a gateway gw and a sensor sr.
An additional binary association matrixA is used to indicate
if a sensor sr can associate with a gateway gw. This asso-
ciation is based on the distance matrix D and on the AIDs
available on each gateway. An IEEE 802.11ah [33] gateway
cannot have more than 8192 associated stations as stated in
the latest standard. However, the association limitation has
been set to 50, since an urban macro deployment with ex-
tended range has been considered [34]. For LoRaWAN gate-
ways, the association limitation has been set to 100, since
the maximum data rate achieved by each sensor decreases
considerably when a higher number of sensors is associated
[35]. Thus, by setting up a lower limitation, it is assumed that
good channel conditions are always achieved and that all sen-
sors can access the deployed applications, if connected with
one gateway. Furthermore, for IEEE 802.11 ah, the distance
limitation is set to one thousand meters because this is the
maximum coverage range in IEEE 802.11ah networks [36]
while for LoRaWAN the limit is set to four thousand meters
[37]. If Dgw,sr is lower than the imposed limit, the sensor
sr can associate with gateway gw and then Asr,gw = 1, oth-erwise, Asr,gw = 0. Furthermore, the concept of networkslicing has been included in the model by adding the set of
slices SL. The binary application slice matrix Aa,sl indi-cates if the slice sl is responsible for the wireless traffic be-
longing to application a while the binary slice association
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Table 3
Decision variables of the MILP model
Symbol Description
Ga,id
The application acceptance matrix. If Ga,id = 1, the application a with the SFC identifier id can be
allocated. If Ga,id = 0, the application a with the SFC identifier id cannot be deployed.
Ga,id,s
The micro-service acceptance matrix. If Ga,id,s = 1, the micro-service s for the application a with the
SFC identifier id can be allocated. If Ga,id,s = 0, the micro-service s for the application a with the SFC
identifier id cannot be deployed.
Gu,a,id
The user acceptance matrix. If Gu,a,id = 1, the user u is associated with application a with the SFC
identifier id.
a,id,s The replication factor of the micro-service s for the application a with the SFC identifier id.
P a,ids,i (n)
The placement matrix. If Pa,ids,i (n) = 1, the replica i of micro-service s is executed on node n for the
application a with the SFC identifier id.
P a,ids,i (n)
i−1 The placement matrix from the previous iteration.
F a,id,si ,isj ,j (n1, n2)
The binary flow matrix indicates that the replica i from the micro-service si and the replica j from
the micro-service sj are allocated on node n1 and n2, respectively, for the application a with the SFC
identifier id.
Λa,id
The SFC latency matrix indicates the time (in ms) to traverse all possible paths in the service chain for
the application a with the SFC identifier id.
Ma,ids,i
The service migrations matrix. If Ma,ids,i = 1, the replica i of micro-service s for the application a with
the SFC identifier id has been reallocated to another node based on the previous iteration.
Ugw
The gateway utilization matrix. Ugw = 1 indicates that there is at least one sensor associated with
gateway gw.
Un
The node utilization matrix. Un = 1 indicates that there is at least one micro-service replica allocated
on node n.
Us,n
The micro-service execution matrix. If Us,n = 1, a replica of the micro-service s is allocated on node n.
If Us,n = 0, no replica of the micro-service s is allocated on node n.
U u,a,ids,i (n)
The user service matrix. If U u,aid,s,i (n) = 1, the user u is associated with the replica i of micro-service s
allocated on node n for the application a with the SFC identifier id.
Usr,gw The sensor association matrix. If Usr,gw = 1, the sensor sr is associated with gateway gw.
Usr,sl The slice association matrix. If Usr,sl = 1, the sensor sr is associated with the slice sl.
Usr,sl,gw The sensor execution matrix. If Usr,sl,gw = 1, the sensor sr is assigned to slice sl in the gateway gw.
gw The gateway bandwidth factor.
Tsr
The data transfer time matrix indicates the propagation time (in ms) of a single upload message from
the sensor sr.
 u
The user latency matrix indicates the propagation time (in ms) of a request from the user u to reach
the last micro-service in the assigned service chain.
matrixAsr,sl indicates if the sensor sr needs to be associatedwith slice sl due to its assigned application. The bandwidth
matrix Bsl,gw contains the available bandwidth (in Mbit/s)for the slice sl in the gateway gw. Then, the data rate ma-
trix sr,sl,gw contains the available bandwidth for the sensor
sr assigned to slice sl in the gateway gw. For LoRaWAN,
the data rate of each gw depends on the Spreading Factor
(SF) adopted by each sensor sr. The SF concerns the ra-
tio between the symbol rate and the chip rate. LoRaWAN
spreads each symbol in a rate of 2SF chips per symbol with
SF = {7, .., 12}. Increasing the spreading factor reduces
the transmitted data rate at the expense of offering longer
range. In the model, SF has been set to 9. Additionally, the
data transfer time matrix Tsr corresponds to the propagationtime (inms) for a single uploadmessage from the sensor sr to
reach the associated gateway. The data transfer time depends
on the selected LPWAN technology and on the total number
of connected sensors to the particular gateway, which is af-
fected by gw, the gateway bandwidth factor. Essentially, theavailable bandwidth per sensor may drop depending on the
number of connected sensors on each gateway. Further de-
tails on how data transfer time is affected by this factor are
given in the next section. Then, to fully minimize the latency
expected by each user when accessing the given application,
another decision variable u has been added, which containsthe propagation time (in ms) of a request from the user u to
reach the assigned application, more precisely to access an
instance of the last micro-service in the application’s service
chain with which user u is connected to. Each optimization
objective is detailed below. All constraints previously pre-
sented in [31] have been considered in this extended model.
To avoid repetition, only constraints related to novel vari-
ables are described.
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3.3. Optimization Objectives & Constraints
3.3.1. Maximization of User Requests (MAX R)
This objective is related to the maximization of accep-
tance of user requests. Multiple constraints have been added
to reflect the extensions regarding service replication, ser-
vice chaining and wireless formulations made in the model.
Firstly, the objective has been updated to consider the user’s








Φu,a × Gu,a,r (1)
To limit the association of users to a certain application,
a constraint represented by (2) has been used to guarantee
that the maximum number of users per application is re-
spected.
∀a " A, id " ID ∶
∑
u " U
Φu,a × Gu,a,id ≤ a (2)
A constraint has been also included to ensure that each
user is associated with only one application as shown in (3).





Φu,a × Gu,a,id = 1 (3)
Service association constraints have also been added to
guarantee that users are associatedwith one particularmicro-
service instance for all micro-services of their admitted ap-
plication. Thus, users can only access their assigned appli-
cation if they are associated with all of their micro-services
as shown in (4). Also, each user can only be admitted to only
one replica of the same micro-service as given by (5).
















U u,a,ids,i (n) = Φu,a × Ia,s
(5)
Each micro-service replica is then subject to an associa-
tion limitation based on s and the user’s association cost uas shown in (6).
∀a " A, id " ID, s " S, i " , n " N ∶
∑
u " U
u × Φu,a × U
u,a,id
s,i
(n) ≤ s (6)
Also, a constraint has been included to assure that users
are only connected with micro-service instances allocated in
the network as shown in (7).
∀u " U,∀a " A, id " ID, s " S, i " , n " N ∶





Then, two constraints have been added to reflect the re-
lations between the acceptance matricesG. A micro-service
is considered instantiated if the expected number of micro-
service instances is equal to the number of allocated replicas
in the network. Also, an application is only accepted if all
its micro-services have been admitted in the network (i.e. all
instances deployed on the network). These constraints are
represented by (8) and (9), respectively.
∀a " A, id " ID, s " S ∶
Ga,id,s =
{
1.0 if Ia,s × a,id,s = ∑i,n " ,N P a,ids,i (n)
0.0 Otherwise
(8)
∀a " A, id " ID ∶
Ga,id =
{
1.0 if ∑s " S Ia,s =
∑
s " S Ga,id,s
0.0 Otherwise
(9)
A constraint has been added to limit the allocation of
one instance of the same micro-service per node. Thus, only
one micro-service replica can be deployed on the same node.
This constraint is shown in (10).
∀a "A, id " ID, s " S, i "  ∶
∑
n " N
P a,ids,i (n) ≤ 1.0 (10)
CPU and memory constraints have also been updated
as shown in (11) and (12), respectively. Similarly, in (13),
bandwidth limitations have been defined. Bandwidth require-
ments have been added to the model so that expected band-











P a,ids,i (n) ×!s ≤ Ωn (11)









P a,ids,i (n) × s ≤ Γn (12)









P a,ids,i (n) × s ≤ Δn (13)
Secondly, several modifications have been made to the
wireless formulations since one additional LPWAN technol-
ogy has been included in the model. Sensors associate with
gateways through an AID, a unique value assigned to a sen-
sor by the gateway during association handshake. A con-
straint has been added to the model, ensuring that the AID
limit on each gateway is respected. Therefore, by using the
sensor association matrix Usr,gw, the AID limitation can be
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expressed as shown in (14). The total number of AIDs at-
tributed to a gateway must be lower than the total number of
available AIDs.
∀gw " GW ∶
∑
sr " SR
sr × Usr,gw ≤ Θgw (14)
A constraint is also added to ensure that sensors are con-
nected with at least one gateway to be able to send the col-
lected data. This constraint is represented by (15).
∀sr " SR ∶
∑
gw " GW
Usr,gw × Asr,gw = 1 (15)
Then, the association of sensors is based on the distance
matrix Dgw,sr and on the path loss matrix PLgw,sr. On theone hand, for IEEE 802.11 ah, the path loss is calculated
based on the path loss formula for urban macro deployments
at a central frequency (fc) of 900MHz. This formulation canbe expressed as in (16), with the distance d in meters. On the
other hand, for LoRaWAN, the path loss is calculated based
on the path loss formula presented in [37] for the Dortmund
use case at a central frequency (fc) of 868 MHz. This for-mulation can be expressed as in (17), with the distance d in
kilometers.
PL(dB) = 8 + 37.6 log10(d) (16)
PL(dB) = 132.25 + 10 × 2.65 log10(d) (17)
Thirdly, constraints have been added on network slicing.
The main goal behind virtual slicing is to bring flexibility to
the network by splitting the wireless traffic. Resources are
reserved for each slice sl on the different gateways. Each
slice sl is characterized by a bandwidth matrix Bsl,gw. Thebandwidth matrix Bsl,gw depends on the LPWAN technol-ogy and on the corresponding maximum bandwidth allowed
for each sensor. For IEEE 802.11ah, the value of 256 Kbit/s
has been considered, while for LoRaWAN, 50 Kbit/s has
been chosen, since this is the theoretical maximum possible
bandwidth for each sensor. The bandwidth matrix Bsl,gw (inMbit/s) can be expressed as in (18).
Bsl,gw =
{Θgw×0.256
SL if Igw = 1
Θgw×0.050
SL if Lgw = 1
(18)
The data rate matrix sr,sl,gw (in Mbit/s) estimates theavailable bandwidth capacity for the sensor sr depending on
the bandwidth assigned to the slice sl of gateway gw, which
is given by (19).
sr,sl,gw =
{
0.256 if Igw = 1
SF × Bsl,gw2SF if Lgw = 1
(19)
An additional constraint is added to ensure that sensors
access the correspondent slice of their associated applica-
tion. This constraint is represented by (20).
∀sr " SR, sl " SL ∶ Usr,sl = Asr,sl (20)
To limit the association of sensors to only one slice from
a given gateway, a constraint represented by (21) has been
applied. Two constraints are also added to make sure that
the formulation only selects one slice and one gateway for
each sensor. These two constraints are shown in (22).
∀sr " SR, sl " SL ∶
∑
gw " GW
Usr,sl,gw = 1 (21)
Usr,sl,gw =
{
1 if Usr,sl = 1 ∧ Usr,gw = 1
0 if Usr,sl = 0 ∨ Usr,gw = 0
(22)
To limit the traffic in each slice, a constraint given by (23)
has been used to guarantee that the total wireless traffic on
each slice sl does not exceed themaximum data rate capacity
on each gateway gw.





Fourthly, constraints are added about the data transfer
time Tsr and the gateway bandwidth factor gw. The datatransfer time of a single message can be expressed by us-
ing the sensor’s data rate sr,sl,gw and the total number ofbits to be transmitted sr. Thus, the data transfer time ofeach sensor sr is given by (24), in which the data trans-
fer time is affected by gw. The gateway bandwidth factor
gw is used to make sure that the formulation considers thata higher number of sensors associated to a single gateway
will decrease the available bandwidth per sensor and, con-
sequently, increase the data transfer time. The various con-
straints added to the model are shown in (25). These values
are based on the work presented in [38]. Their experiments
showed that increasing the number of sensors per gateway
greatly decreases the maximum attainable data rate of each
sensor.






× gw (in ms)
(24)
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1.0 if ∑sr,gw " SR,GW ∶ Usr,gw ≤ 3
1.11 if ∑sr,gw " SR,GW ∶ 3 < Usr,gw ≤ 5
1.25 if ∑sr,gw " SR,GW ∶ 5 < Usr,gw ≤ 8
1.43 if ∑sr,gw " SR,GW ∶ 8 < Usr,gw ≤ 12
1.67 if ∑sr,gw " SR,GW ∶ 12 < Usr,gw ≤ 15
2.0 if ∑sr,gw " SR,GW ∶ 15 < Usr,gw ≤ 18
2.5 if ∑sr,gw " SR,GW ∶ 18 < Usr,gw ≤ 26
3.33 if ∑sr,gw " SR,GW ∶ 26 < Usr,gw ≤ 33
5.0 if ∑sr,gw " SR,GW ∶ 33 < Usr,gw ≤ 40
10.0 if ∑sr,gw " SR,GW ∶ Usr,gw ≥ 40
(25)
Finally, constraints are added about the user latency  u.The user latency corresponds to the propagation time (in ms)
of a request from the user u to reach an instance of the last
micro-service in the application’s service chain with which
user u is connected to, as expressed by (26). As shown, the
user latency depends on which node the last micro-service
replica is allocated. If the micro-service instance is deployed
on a node far from the user, the user latency will thus be
higher. Consequently, the E2E latency is two times the value
of  u since it represents the time it takes for a user requestto reach the last service in the chain and coming back to the
user.
∀u " U, a " A, id " ID, s " S, i " , n " N ∶
if Gu,a,id = 1 (u associated with app. a with SFC id. id)
if s × U
u,a,id
s,i
(n) = 1 (u connected with last instance)
Then  u = u,n (in ms)
(26)
3.3.2. Minimizing Service Migrations - (MIN M)
Although this objective has already been considered in
the previous version of the model, the service migration es-
timation in the model has been reformulated. In a dynamic
use case, micro-service replicas may need to be reallocated
from one node to another to provide the optimal provisioning
solution. However, it may be desirable to find a sub-optimal
solution, in which service migrations are kept to a minimum
to reduce the delay caused by service reallocations. Since
the model is executed iteratively, the placement matrix from
the previous iteration P i−1 is added to the model, which is
compared with the current placement matrix P to reduce the
service migrations needed to achieve the next objective. The
decision variable Ma,ids,i (n) is used to determine the corre-spondent service migrations as shown by (27).










(n) = 1 ∧ P a,ids,i (n)
i−1 = 1






Then, the service migrations matrixMa,ids,i is calculatedas given by (28).
∀a " A, id " ID, s " S, i "  ∶
Ma,ids,i =
{
1 if ∑n " NMa,ids,i (n) ≥ 1
0 if ∑n " NMa,ids,i (n) = 0
(28)
Thus, the minimization of service migrations compared











In most cases, this objective will obtain solutions where
service migrations are not admitted at all (i.e. 0% service
migrations). To allow the model to achieve intermediate so-
lutions based on a predefined limit on the maximum number
of allowed service migrations, a constraint has been added
to the model based on the service migration factor . This
constraint is given by (30).





Ma,ids,i × Ia,s ≤  ×
∑
s " S
Ia,s × a,id,s (30)
3.3.3. Minimizing Active Nodes - (MIN N)
This objective concerns the minimization of the number
of nodes used in the service allocation, which results in cost
and energy savings. This optimization can be expressed as





3.3.4. Minimizing Active Gateways - (MIN GW)
This optimization aims to minimize the number of active
gateways in the network. This objective ensures that a min-
imum number of gateways is used to provide connectivity
to all the sensors. This results in energy and cost savings,
however, it increases the data transfer time for each sensor.
A clear trade-off exists between this objective and the mini-
mization of the sensor’s data transfer time. Service providers
may opt for one of the two strategies, depending on their
service characteristics and the network behavior at a given





3.3.5. Minimizing Network Latency - (MIN NL)
This objective is related to latency reduction in the com-
munication between micro-services from the same applica-
tion corresponding to the proper service chain path. This is
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expressed by the Flow Factor Υsi, sj shown in (33). Thus,by allocating each micro-service as close to the next micro-
service in the service chain as possible, the latency is re-
duced. The SFC latency matrix Λa,id is determined by usingthe Flow matrix F as stated in (34).
Υsi, sj = Ia,si × Ia,sj × si,sj (33)


















The FlowmatrixF is also subjected to various constraints
to accurately represent network flows, specifically in terms
of flow conservation, which ensures no flow is lost within
the network, as shown in (35).





F a,id,si,isj ,j (n1, n2) =
=
{













3.3.6. Minimizing Data Transfer Time - (MIN T)
In an IoT scenario, sensors need to communicate with
gateways to send their collected data to the Fog-cloud infras-
tructure. This objective concerns the reduction of the data
transfer time of a single message by optimizing the sensor’s
association with the several heterogeneous gateways avail-
able in the network. If a given gateway is supporting a high
number of sensors, the maximum bandwidth for each sen-
sor drops and thus the data transfer time increases. In the
model, the data transfer time Tsr is affected by the gatewaybandwidth factor gw, which depends on the number of as-sociated sensors with a given gateway. This minimization





3.3.7. Minimizing User latency - (MIN UL)
Previously, two optimization objectives regarding latency
have been presented. However, neither objective addresses
the expected latency for each user based on their assigned
application. To fully address user latency, the model needs
(a) Waste Management Use Case.
(b) Surveillance Camera Use Case.
(c) Air Quality Monitoring Use Case.
Figure 1: The container-based Service Function Chains envi-
sioned for the three evaluated use cases.
to make decisions not only in terms of micro-service alloca-
tion but also on the replication factor for each micro-service.
If users are spread across the network, it may be beneficial to
allocate more micro-service instances to reduce the latency
expected by each user. All these factors should be taken into
account to fully achieve the minimization of the user latency.
In the model, the user latency is between the user and the
last service in the chain, since it is expected that users ac-
cess the last service to obtain the required information. This
objective can be expressed as shown in (38) based on the






In this section, three Smart City use cases within the
scope of Antwerp’s City of Things testbed [39] are intro-
duced. First, a Waste Management use case is presented
where sensors are installed in waste bins to collect bins’ fill
levels to optimize garbage collection through route optimiza-
tion services. Then, a surveillance camera scenario is de-
tailed where cameras are placed in crowded streets to send
continuous video streams to Fog locations where face de-
tection and recognition services are applied in a distributed
manner. Finally, an air quality monitoring use case is de-
scribed where sensors are installed on vehicles to collect air
quality data and then alert citizens in case air pollution lev-
els are detected through machine learning (ML) services. In
Fig. 1, the container-based service chains for the three use
cases are illustrated and the correspondent deployment re-
quirements are shown in Table 4.
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Table 4














Message Size (in B)
Waste (a1)
waste-api (s1) 1 0.25 (!s1) 0.25 (s1) 5.0 (s1) 5 (s1)
0.25 (u) 37 (a = 296 bits)route-planner (s2) 3 0.5 (!s2) 1.0 (s2) 8.0 (s2) 8 (s2)
waste-db (s3) 2 0.5 (!s3) 1.0 (s3) 5.0 (s3) 5 (s3)
Camera (a2)
fd-ext (s4) 1 0.5 (!s4) 0.5 (s4) 4.0 (s4) 4 (s4)
1.0 (u) 1500 (a = 12000 bits)fm-recog (s5) 2 1.0 (!s5) 2.0 (s5) 8.0 (s5) 8 (s5)
cam-db (s6) 3 0.5 (!s6) 0.5 (s6) 5.0 (s6) 5 (s6)
Air (a3)
air-api (s7) 1 0.25 (!s7) 0.25 (s7) 4.0 (s7) 4 (s7)
0.5 (u) 93 (a = 744 bits)ml-engine (s8) 2 0.5 (!s8) 1.0 (s8) 8.0 (s8) 8 (s8)
air-db (s9) 3 0.5 (!s9) 0.5 (s9) 4.0 (s9) 4 (s9)
4.1. Waste Management Scenario
Althoughwaste bins are located everywhere (e.g. restau-
rants, office buildings, retail stores), garbage collection has
been an inefficient service for years. Garbage trucks follow a
predefined route without knowing if waste bins are currently
empty or full. Furthermore, waste bins may get overloaded
before the planned collection. This traditionally results in
high maintenance and fuel costs. However, IoT can improve
the performance of waste collection by gathering bin data
[40]. For instance, sensors can be installed into waste bins
to monitor which bins are full. By sending the collected data
to a Fog-cloud infrastructure, route planning services can be
executed to find the optimal route for each truck based on the
bins’ fill levels. Thus, drivers do not waste time driving to
empty bins and broken bins may be repaired quickly. Drivers
can access their optimized route through a mobile applica-
tion that connects to a database service, enabling them to im-
prove their customer service. Therefore, an IoT-based waste
management service provides a more efficient waste collec-
tion through route optimization and higher driver productiv-
ity. The objective of this use case is to enable access to waste
bin information.
Considering that for thewastemanagement use case, each
uploadmessage is composed of a string of 12 chars (GPSLo-
cation - geohash) equal to 12 bytes, a 32-bit integer (times-
tamp) equal to 4 bytes and 1 floating point 64-bit number (fill
level measure) equal to 8 bytes, the total number of payload
bytes to be transmitted from the sensor to the Fog-cloud in-
frastructure is 24 bytes. In our evaluation, a general 13-byte
header has been considered in eachmessage as in LoRaWAN
technologies. Therefore, each upload message is transmitted
with at least 37 bytes, which is equal to 296 bits.
4.2. Surveillance Camera Scenario
Surveillance services have become highly relevant due to
the possibility of identifying individuals or even objects in
crowded areas [41]. However, connectivity issues still need
to be addressed, including data transfer over limited band-
width and high latency in sensor-cloud communications. For
instance, imagine a low-quality surveillance camera requir-
ing a continuous streaming bandwidth of 256 Kbit/s. Send-
ing the entire data from a single video camera to the cloud
translates into approximately 0.08 TB/monthly. To reduce
the amount of data transmitted to the cloud, Fog-cloud in-
frastructures may be adopted by performing data operations
locally. Surveillance cameras placed on particular streets or
crowded areas send continuous video streams to Fog loca-
tions, where face recognition algorithms are performed in
a distributed manner. Thus, suspicious individuals can be
detected in near real-time. Fog nodes located close to the
surveillance cameras receive their video streams and per-
form a first-level analysis, such as face detection and feature
extraction tasks. Then, Fog nodes send the results to the
cloud for global analysis operations, such as face matching
and recognition operations, due to its high computational re-
quirements. Afterwards, global outcomes can be presented
in a central dashboard in a control room. Also, police offi-
cers may access the detection results through a mobile ap-
plication. This approach has been previously presented in
[42], to enable anomaly detection services in Fog Comput-
ing. An IoT-based surveillance camera service enables an
efficient way of recognizing individuals in crowded areas by
distributing tasks between Fog and cloud. The objective of
this use case is to provide a near real-time face detection sys-
tem.
Considering that the surveillance camera use case is a
video streaming scenario, each upload message is composed
of 1500 bytes, equal to 12000 bits. The value of 1500 bytes
has been selected due to the Maximum Transmission Unit
(MTU) limitation, which defines the largest packet size that
can be sent over a network connection.
4.3. Air Quality monitoring scenario
Air pollution has become the largest environmental and
public health challenge in the world. Air pollution leads to
adverse effects on human health and climate change. As
an initial proof of concept within Antwerp’s City of Things
project, air quality sensors have been installed on vehicle
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rooftops in collaboration with the Belgian postal services,
Bpost. For daily mail delivery, Bpost keeps cars contin-
uously driving around the city of Antwerp, thus enabling
air quality sensors gathering data with broad city coverage.
These sensors collect measures of typical gases (e.g. carbon
dioxide (CO2), Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2), Particulate Matterindicators (PMIs)), and also climate data, such as tempera-
ture and humidity, which are then annotated with GPS loca-
tions. By sending the collected data to a Fog-cloud infras-
tructure [43], ML services can be executed to find patterns
and anomalies in the data. Then, citizens can be alerted in
case unhealthy levels of air pollution are detected through
a mobile application in near real-time. Thus, an IoT-based
air quality monitoring system enables the detection of high
concentrations of organic compounds and contributes to im-
proved public health [44].
Considering that for the air quality monitoring use case,
each upload message is composed of a string of 12 chars
(GPS Location - geohash) equal to 12 bytes, a 32-bit integer
(timestamp) equal to 4 bytes, 3 floating-point 64-bit numbers
(PMIs) equal to 24 bytes and 5 floating-point 64-bit numbers
(Nitrogen, Ozone, Carbon Monoxide, Temperature, Humid-
ity) equal to 40 bytes, the total number of payload bytes to be
transmitted from the sensor to the Fog-cloud infrastructure
is 80 bytes. Therefore, each upload message is transmitted
with at least 93 bytes, which is equal to 744 bits.
5. Evaluation Setup
In this section, the network infrastructure used for the
MILP model is described. Then, input variables and opti-
mization policies used in the evaluation are shown.
5.1. Network Infrastructure
Table 5








a1 ∶ s1 → s2 → s3
a2 ∶ s4 → s5 → s6
a3 ∶ s7 → s8 → s9
 10 (Maximum Replication factor)
Lgw 5 (LoRaWAN gateways)
Igw 30 (IEEE 802.11ah gateways)
The Fog-cloud infrastructure illustrated in Fig. 2 has been
represented in the model. Input variables are presented in
Table 5 based on the described network infrastructure. A to-
tal area of 324 km2 has been considered. The Fog-cloud in-
frastructure is deployed on five locationsL, where themicro-
service provisioning is possible. Each locationmanages a set
Table 6
The hardware configurations of each node.
Node CPU(cpu) RAM (Mi)
Band.
(Mbit/s)
Worker 1 (n1) 2.0 (Ωn1) 4.0 (Γn1) 10.0 (Δn1)
Worker 2 (n2) 2.0 (Ωn2) 4.0 (Γn2) 10.0 (Δn2)
Worker 3 (n3) 1.0 (Ωn3) 2.0 (Γn3) 5.0 (Δn3)
Worker 4 (n4) 2.0 (Ωn4) 4.0 (Γn4) 10.0 (Δn4)
Worker 5 (n5) 1.0 (Ωn5) 2.0 (Γn5) 5.0 (Δn5)
Worker 6 (n6) 2.0 (Ωn6) 4.0 (Γn6) 10.0 (Δn6)
Worker 7 (n7) 2.0 (Ωn7) 4.0 (Γn7) 10.0 (Δn7)
Worker 8 (n8) 2.0 (Ωn8) 4.0 (Γn8) 10.0 (Δn8)
Worker 9 (n9) 1.0 (Ωn9) 2.0 (Γn9) 5.0 (Δn9)
Worker 10 (n10) 2.0 (Ωn10) 4.0 (Γn10) 10.0 (Δn10)
Worker 11 (n11) 2.0 (Ωn11) 4.0 (Γn11) 5.0 (Δn11)
Worker 12 (n12) 2.0 (Ωn12) 4.0 (Γn12) 10.0 (Δn12)
Worker 13 (n13) 6.0 (Ωn13) 16.0 (Γn13) 30.0 (Δn13)
Worker 14 (n14) 6.0 (Ωn14) 16.0 (Γn14) 30.0 (Δn14)
Master (n15) 8.0 (Ωn15) 24.0 (Γn15) 30.0 (Δn15)
of three nodes. The hardware configurations of each node
are shown in Table 6. Each node, gateway, and sensor have
a given location associated. Coordinate positions (x, y) are
randomly attributed to each sensor, while for each gateway,
coordinate positions are strategically attributed to cover the
entire five locations. Based on these coordinates, the dis-
tance matrix D is calculated by the euclidean distance for-
mula as shown in (39). Then, the path loss matrix PL is
calculated based on the path loss formulas previously de-
scribed by using the calculated distance matrix values. The
bandwidth matrixBn1,n2 is based on the available bandwidthcapacity. Also, all latencymatrices  are calculated based on
the shown latency values.
D(gw, sr) =
√
(xgw − xsr)2 + (ygw − ysr)2 (39)
5.2. Input variables & Optimization Policies
Table 7
The evaluated optimization policies.
A - Minimum Latency B - Energy Efficiency
1 - MAX R 1 - MAX R
2 - MIN UL 2 - MIN N
3 - MIN NL 3 - MIN GW
4 - MIN T
The described MILP formulation has been implemented
in Java using the IBM ILOG CPLEX ILP solver [45]. As
previouslymentioned, several optimization objectives are ex-
ecuted iteratively, where the optimal solutions of previous
objectives are added as additional constraints to the model
for the subsequent iterations. Two policies have been evalu-
ated. In each iteration of the model, a different optimization
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Figure 2: A Fog-cloud infrastructure for the IoT service allocation problem.
objective has been considered. In Table 7, the evaluated op-
timization policies are shown. On the one hand, policy A
is responsible for finding micro-service allocations focused
on reducing latency. Also, it tries to minimize the sensor’s
data transfer time by spreading wireless traffic across mul-
tiple gateways. On the other hand, policy B is related to
energy efficiency, since it minimizes the number of active
nodes needed to allocate all the required micro-service in-
stances. Furthermore, policyBmaximizes gateway usage by
connecting all sensors to the minimum number of gateways
possible. It should be highlighted that for the two policies,
the number of accepted user requests is maximized first. The
model has been executed on the HPC-UGent supercomput-
ing infrastructure [46]. Cluster nodes have been requested
to run the experiments (2 x 18-core Intel Xeon Gold 6140
@ 2.3 GHz processor with 32 GB of memory). All poli-
cies have been evaluated 30 times and confidence intervals
of 95% have been considered in the evaluation.
6. Results
In this section, the results are detailed. First, the execu-
tion time of the different optimization objectives is shown,
followed by performance outcomes on the three presented
use cases. Finally, a joint use case is shown followed by an
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Figure 3: The execution time of the different optimization
objectives for the waste management use case.
analysis concerning the impact of service migrations when
provisioning strategies are altered.
6.1. Execution Time per Objective
In Fig. 3, the execution time of the different optimization
objectives is shown for the waste management use case. The
MILPmodel has been executed until the optimal solution for
each objective has been found. The number of sensors has
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been set to 100 throughout the experiment. By increasing
the number of user requests, the execution time of most ob-
jectives increases due to the increased allocation complex-
ity. More micro-service instances need to be allocated since
more users are sending requests. The most affected objec-
tives by the increase of user requests are the MIN UL and
theMIN NL. The complexity increases significantly for these
two objectives since several users are spread across the net-
work area and the latency needs to be reduced. In fact, the
MIN UL requires on average 43 minutes to find the optimal
solution already for 5 user requests while the MIN NL re-
quires on average 8 minutes for the same number of user
requests. Additionally, the execution time of the MIN N ob-
jective significantly increases for user requests higher than
40. Over 40 requests, still minimizing the number of nodes
used in the micro-service allocation becomes a difficult task.
For example, the MIN N requires on average 13 minutes and
63 minutes to find the optimal solution for 40 and 50 user
requests, respectively. Also, the execution time of both MIN
T and MIN G objectives slightly increase during the experi-
ment since the number of sensors is kept constant and, thus,
the complexity of both objectives does not increase signif-
icantly. The MAX R objective slightly increases through-
out of the experiment, however, it greatly increases for 100
user requests requiring more than an hour and a half to find
the optimal solution, meaning that finding any solution that
meets all constraints and maximizes the acceptance of 100
requests is quite time-consuming. Additionally, it should be
highlighted that regarding sequential convergence speed, the
optimization order that is applied has a strong impact on ex-
ecution time and on the solution space. For instance, the two
strategies evaluated can be combined into a single optimiza-
tion strategy. As a first objective, MIN N is applied followed
by the MIN UL optimization. As expected, the second opti-
mization is quite limited since the overall value found in the
first iteration is added as a constraint. So, the optimization
in terms of user latency only occurs if the current allocation
scheme can be further optimized without changing the over-
all value found in the first iteration. Thus, the execution time
of the second objective is significantly faster when the first
objective is considered since user latency cannot be fully op-
timized.
In summary, theMILPmodel can find a solution formost
objectives in rather small execution time for user requests
lower than 20 (i.e most cases 4 - 10 minutes). However, for
the MIN UL, the model takes on average 1 hour and 6 min-
utes to find a solution for 20 user requests. Both MIN UL
and MIN NL objectives related to latency reduction do not
scale well. For example, the MIN UL requires on average 4
hours and 18 minutes to find the optimal solution for 50 user
requests while the MIN NL requires on average 14 hours and
15minutes for the same number of user requests. The execu-
tion time of the other objectives is still acceptable for values
lower than 75 user requests.































A - Min. Latency
B - Energy Efficiency
Figure 4: The gateway usage rate for the waste management
use case.
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B - Energy Efficiency
Figure 5: The data transfer time per sensor for the waste
management use case.
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A - Min. Latency
B - Energy Efficiency
Figure 6: The node utilization rate for the waste management
use case.
6.2. Waste Management Use Case
In Fig. 4, the ratio of active gateways for each policy is
shown. On the one hand, high usage rates are shown for pol-
icy A since no optimization objective is included regarding
gateway efficiency. On the other hand, for policy B, the ra-
tio of active gateways slightly increases with the increase of
connected sensors. For example, for policy B, results show
that only 16% of the gateways are needed for 250 sensors and
that only for 500 sensors, the ratio is higher than 60%. In
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B - Energy Efficiency
Figure 7: The number of micro-service instances allocated for
the waste management use case.
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B - Energy Efficiency
Figure 8: The expected E2E latency per user for the waste
management use case.
contrast, policy A requires on average more than 90% of ac-
tive gateways already for 100 sensors. Thus, policy B shows
a higher gateway efficiency. In Fig. 5, the sensor’s data trans-
fer time for each policy is illustrated. As expected, policy A
achieved the lowest values of data transfer time per sensor
while policy B achieved the highest values since both poli-
cies represent opposing strategies. For example, for 250 sen-
sors, each sensor requires on average 33 ms to send a mes-
sage for policy B while for policy A, each sensor requires
only 3.5 ms. This difference occurs because of the gateway
usage rate. As previously shown, policy B needs on average
only 16% active gateways while policy A requires 90% to
minimize the sensor’s data transfer time. In Fig. 6, the ratio
of active nodes for each policy is shown. On the one hand,
for policy B, the active number of nodes slightly increases
with the increase of user requests, since this policy is fo-
cused on maximizing energy efficiency in the infrastructure.
On the other hand, for policy A, the active nodes greatly in-
crease since this policy is focused on reducing latency. It
should be noted that for 40 and 50 user requests, the con-
fidence interval for policy A is higher because user latency
can be reduced by activating a different number of nodes,
which depends on the user’s location. This can be consid-
ered a borderline case, where a single user on a particular
location could mean that another node needs to be active and
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B - Energy Efficiency
Figure 9: The sensor’s data transfer time for the surveillance
camera use case.
thus the higher confidence interval. In Fig. 7, the exact num-
ber of micro-service instances allocated on the network for
both policies is depicted. As expected, policy A allocates
more micro-service instances on the network than policy B.
This results in reduced E2E latency as shown in Fig. 8. La-
tency values between 8 and 10 ms are obtained for policy A
throughout the experiment even for a high number of user
requests while values between 30 and 70 ms are obtained for
policy B since the micro-service allocation is not focused
on E2E latency but energy efficiency. However, for 100 user
requests, policy A is not able to further minimize latency
since the infrastructure is already exhausted. Thus, the aver-
age E2E latency increases to 13 ms, which is still consider-
ably low when compared to policy B, which obtains latency
values of 34.73 ms.
In summary, the Waste Management scenario represents
a low bandwidth use case. As shown, differences can be
achieved in terms of micro-service allocation depending on
the provisioning strategy. Node usage rates are distinct among
the two evaluated strategies, which resulted in different re-
sults in terms of E2E latency. The gateway usage rate di-
rectly affects the data transfer time of each sensor, which
could be an important factor. Nevertheless, the sensor’s data
transfer time variations for the two evaluated strategies (be-
tween 33 ms - 3.5 ms in the worst case) can be classified as
not particularly relevant for this use case.
6.3. Surveillance Camera Use Case
The variations of the ratio of active gateways for both
policies are similar to the waste management use case, thus
the graph is not included to avoid repetition. Nevertheless,
the sensor’s data transfer time variations are higher as illus-
trated in Fig. 9 since this use case is related to a video stream-
ing scenario (i.e. high bandwidth requirements). As shown,
policy A achieved the lowest values of data transfer time per
sensor. For instance, for 250 sensors, each sensor requires
on average 158 ms to send a message for policy A while for
policy B, each sensor requires at least 1.3 seconds. This sig-
nificant difference occurs due to the high bandwidth require-
ments for this use case. In Fig. 10, the ratio of active nodes
for each policy is shown. The ratio of active nodes for both
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B - Energy Efficiency
Figure 10: The node utilization rate for the surveillance camera
use case.
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Figure 11: The number of micro-service instances allocated
for the surveillance camera use case.
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B - Energy Efficiency
Figure 12: The expected E2E latency per user for the surveil-
lance camera use case.
policies slightly increases with the increase of user requests.
The difference between policy A and B is lower when com-
pared to the waste management use case, due to the differ-
ence in user cost (u), 1.0 and 0.25, respectively for both usecases. Also, the number of micro-service instances allocated
on the network demonstrated in Fig. 11 clearly shows that
the fluctuations are attenuated due to the user cost. Never-
theless, the pattern in terms of E2E latency remains similar
as shown in Fig. 12. Latency values between 8 and 10 ms
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B - Energy Efficiency
Figure 13: The sensor’s data transfer time for the air quality
monitoring use case.
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Figure 14: The node utilization rate for the air quality moni-
toring use case.
are obtained for policy A while values between 30 and 70
ms are obtained for policy B.
In summary, the Surveillance Camera scenario repre-
sents a high bandwidth use case regarding video streaming.
As shown, significant differences are achieved in terms of
micro-service allocation and the sensor’s data transfer time.
For instance, notable data transfer time variations (between
158 ms - 1.3 seconds in the worst case) have been shown,
which make this use case extremely challenging in the IoT
ecosystem.
6.4. Air Quality Monitoring Use Case
As expected, the variations of the ratio of active gate-
ways for both policies are similar to the waste management
and the surveillance use case, thus the graph is not included.
In Fig. 13, the sensor’s data transfer time for each policy is il-
lustrated. For instance, for 250 sensors, each sensor requires
on average 9.6 ms to send a message for policy A while for
policy B, each sensor requires 81 ms. In Fig. 14, the ratio
of active nodes for each policy is shown. The ratio of ac-
tive nodes slightly increases for policy B with the increase
of user requests while for policyA, the ratio significantly in-
creases to minimize the user latency. For example, for 10
user requests, 40% of nodes are active for policy A while
for policy B only 13.3% of nodes are needed. In Fig. 15,
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Figure 15: The number of micro-service instances allocated
for the air quality monitoring use case.
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Figure 16: The expected E2E latency per user for the air qual-
ity monitoring use case.
the number of micro-service instances allocated on the net-
work is shown. Similar to the surveillance scenario, the dif-
ferences in terms of micro-service allocation are attenuated
due to the user cost. Finally, in Fig. 16, the expected E2E
latency is shown. As previously demonstrated for the other
two scenarios, the E2E pattern remains the same. Latency
values between 8 and 10 ms are obtained for policy A while
values between 40 and 80 ms are obtained for policy B.
In summary, the Air Quality Monitoring scenario repre-
sents a medium bandwidth use case regarding a near real-
time air pollution detection service. As shown, differences
are achieved for the two evaluated strategies, specifically in
terms of node usage rates and E2E latency. Also, variations
in the sensor’s data transfer time are obtained depending on
the applied strategy. Results show differences between 9.6
ms - 81 ms, which make this use case more challenging than
the waste management use case.
6.5. Joint Use Case: Optimizing all Use Cases
together
The Joint use case corresponds to a real-world scenario
where multiple applications need to be deployed in the net-
work. The three previously evaluated use cases need to be
allocated in the network at the same time since users need to
access all their respective applications. The user’s assigned































A - Min. Latency
B - Energy Efficiency
Figure 17: The gateway usage rate for the joint use case.
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Figure 18: The sensor’s data transfer time for the joint use
case.
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Figure 19: The node utilization rate for the joint use case.
application has been randomized throughout the experiment
while increasing user requests. In Fig. 17, the ratio of ac-
tive gateways for each policy is shown. Higher usage rates
are shown for policy A since no optimization objective is
included regarding gateway efficiency. In contrast, for pol-
icy B, the ratio of active gateways slightly increases with
the increase of connected sensors. Results show that only
51% of the gateways are needed for 750 sensors and that only
for 1000 sensors, the ratio is higher than 70%. Policy A re-
quires already more than 65% of active gateways for only 50
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Figure 20: The number of micro-service instances allocated
for the joint use case.
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Figure 21: The expected E2E latency for the joint use case.
sensors. Previous use cases showed similar results in terms
of gateway usage rates, but in contrast, for this particular
scenario, differences are achieved. This occurs because, in
the previous use cases, all sensors are assigned to the single
application deployed in the network while in this scenario,
three applications are deployed and sensors have different
application associations. In Fig. 18, the data transfer time
per sensor for each policy is illustrated. As expected, the
differences between the two strategies have been obtained.
For example, for 250 sensors, each sensor requires on av-
erage 1.4 seconds to send a message for policy B while for
policy A, each sensor takes on average only 130 ms. Pol-
icy A can reduce the data transfer time of each sensor at the
cost of a higher gateway usage rate. Additionally, in Fig. 19,
the ratio of active nodes for each policy is shown. For in-
stance, for 20 user requests, 17% of the nodes are needed to
deploy all the required micro-service instances for policy B
while for policy A, 77% of nodes are active to fully achieve
the optimal solution. For high values of user requests, pol-
icy B is not able to reduce the number of active nodes. For
example, for 75 user requests, on average 87% of nodes are
needed while policy A needs all nodes active in the network
to minimize latency. In Fig. 20, the number of micro-service
instances allocated in the network for both policies is shown.




































Figure 22: The node utilization rate by changing from policy
A to B.
cantly increase for values higher than 5 user requests. In fact,
for high values of user requests, policy A deploys 10 more
instances than policy B. In Fig. 21, the obtained results in
terms of E2E latency are shown. Policy A can minimize the
E2E latency since it deploys more micro-service instances,
however, for 75 user requests, the infrastructure is exhausted
and the latency increases to 19 ms. Policy B by focusing on
optimizing energy efficiency is only able tominimize latency
to 57 ms for the same number of user requests.
In summary, the Joint Use Case represents a real-world
scenario where multiple applications are deployed in the net-
work and cloud providers want to offer their users the best
QoS for all of their services. As shown, large differences are
achieved in terms of micro-service allocation depending on
the provisioning strategy. Cloud providers must determine
which requirements are more important for their services to
optimize these at the maximum. Clear trade-offs have been
presented. Reducing the sensor’s data transfer time implies
an increase of active gateways and, thus, higher energy costs.
Optimizing the energy efficiency in the infrastructure does
not translate into low latency values. In fact, to minimize
the latency a higher number of service instances needs to be
allocated.
6.6. Changing Provisioning Strategies: Impact of
Service Migrations
Table 8
The evaluated policies for the dynamic scenario.
















The last part of our evaluation considered a use casewhere
cloud providers may want to change their provisioning strat-
egy. Thus, an important factor to measure is the number
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Figure 23: The number of micro-service instances allocated by


































Figure 24: The expected E2E latency per user by changing




































Figure 25: The node utilization rate by changing from policy
B to A.
of service migrations needed to find the optimal allocation
scheme. For this scenario, the joint use case has been con-
sidered with 50 sensors and 30 users. Sensors and user lo-
cations have been changed between strategies by attributing
new x and y coordinates. Constraints have been included in
the model to make sure that the newly calculated positions
are inside the evaluation area. The allocation strategy has
been changed and different service migration factors have











































Figure 26: The number of micro-service instances allocated by


































Figure 27: The expected E2E latency per user by changing
from policy B to A.
that a migration factor of 150% has been evaluated since in
our model a previous iteration may only need to deploy 4
micro-service instances in the network, but a further iter-
ation focused on low latency may allocate 6 micro-service
instances. Thus, a migration factor higher than 100% is al-
lowed in our MILP formulation. The impact of service mi-
grations must be studied because it can lead to service dis-
ruptions and, thus, it may be desirable to find a sub-optimal
solution, in which service migrations are kept to a minimum
to reduce the delay caused by service reallocations.
In the evaluation, three factors have been evaluated: the
ratio of active nodes, the number of micro-service instances
allocated and the expected E2E latency for each user. On the
one hand, in Fig. 22, the ratio of nodes by changing from pol-
icyA to B is shown while in Fig. 23 and Fig. 24, the number
of micro-service instances allocated and the expected E2E
latency are shown, respectively. As expected, policy A re-
quires a high number of active nodes tominimize latency and
when policy B is applied, it will reallocate micro-service in-
stances to only a small percentage of nodes to maximize en-
ergy efficiency. For example, for a service migration factor
of 0.5, the number of active nodes is reduced to 43%, which
corresponds to a total reduction of 50%, but it increases the
expected E2E latency per user from 9ms to 47.7 ms. Fur-
thermore, policy B can significantly reduce the number of
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micro-service instances allocated in the network from 25 to
14 replicas for the highest migration factor ( = 1.5). On the
other hand, in Fig. 25, the ratio of nodes by changing from
policyB toA is shownwhile in Fig. 26 and Fig. 27, the num-
ber of micro-service instances allocated and the expected
E2E latency are shown, respectively. As expected, policy
B requires a small number of nodes active and when policy
A is applied, it will reallocate micro-service instances to re-
duce latency. For example, even for a small migration factor
of 0.3, the expected E2E latency can be reduced from 57 ms
to 13.8 ms by deploying on average 4 more micro-service
replicas, which increases the node utilization rate from 20%
to 66.6%. For higher migration factors, policy A can reduce
the expected E2E latency per user between 9 and 10 ms at a
cost of a high node utilization rate and a high number of de-
ployed micro-service instances. It should also be noted that
for a migration factor of 1.5, the results are similar to the
joint use case for the same number of user requests, which
was expected.
In summary, this scenario corresponds to a real-world
use case where service reallocations may be needed when
provisioning strategies are changed. The evaluation has been
carried out to quantify what the differences are in terms of
service allocation by restricting the MILP model with differ-
ent migration factors. As shown, significant differences can
be achieved. Service providers must decide which allocation
strategy is suitable for their services and at what time a dif-
ferent allocation strategy should be applied. Our evaluation
proved that ILP-based solutions can provide the optimal so-
lution, however, at the expense of significant execution time.
Depending on the problem complexity, several hours might
be needed to find the optimal allocation scheme. Neverthe-
less, service providers can adopt our model as a reference
benchmark for their allocation algorithms and theymay even
calculate the optimal scheme depending on the current net-
work demand. For instance, if they want to change their allo-
cation policy between the two evaluated provisioning strate-
gies, they can use our model to calculate the optimal scheme
and then apply it in their network. It might be worth waiting
a few hours and properly allocate all resources for this new
policy than just quickly change everything and end up with
a sub-optimal scheme. Results showed that to change be-
tween the two evaluated provisioning strategies a substantial
percentage of service migrations are required to find the op-
timal allocation solution (higher than 70%). Clear trade-offs
have been presented between optimizing energy efficiency
and minimizing latency. Our model not only allocates ser-
vice chains, but also deals with sensor’s data transfer times
and bandwidth requirements which impact the E2E service
quality. We believe our model can be executed weekly or
even daily depending on the expected demand.
7. Conclusions
In this article, a MILP formulation for the IoT service
provisioning problem is presented, which takes SFC con-
cepts, different LPWAN technologies andmultiple optimiza-
tion objectives into account. In recent years, the need for
resource provisioning strategies for Fog Computing is in-
creasing due to the deployment of IoT use cases. Billions of
connected devices are expected which will make it impracti-
cal for current network architectures to support this massive
growth since services will be requested on-demand simul-
taneously by multiple devices at different locations. Cloud
providers will need proper service allocation solutions to
minimize infrastructure costs and maximize QoS. Our pro-
posed MILP model considers not only cloud requirements
but also characteristics stemming from wireless aspects to
deal with these demanding requirements. The model con-
siders multiple objectives, such as the acceptance of user
requests, user latency reduction or increasing gateway effi-
ciency. To the best of our knowledge, our work goes beyond
the current state-of-the-art by providing a complete E2E re-
source provisioning in Fog-cloud environments while con-
sidering both cloud and wireless requirements. Evaluations
have been performed to assess the proposed MILP formula-
tion for Smart City use cases. Results show clear trade-offs
between the different applied strategies. Cloud providers
must decidewhich allocation strategy is suitable for their ser-
vices and at what time a different strategy could be applied.
Service migrations must also be considered as an important
factor in the service allocation. Obtained results show that
to change between provisioning strategies a substantial per-
centage of service migrations are required to find the opti-
mal allocation solution (higher than 70%). The result of our
work can serve as a benchmark in research covering IoT pro-
visioning issues in Fog-cloud environments since the model
approach is generic, considers several cloud and wireless as-
pects and can be applied to a wide range of IoT use cases.
Future heuristics can be evaluated based on the measured
execution times (e.g. latency-aware algorithms vs the MIN
UL objective). As future work, the MILP model will be val-
idated through real service deployments. Additionally, dy-
namic user demands will be studied, which will allow our
approach to learn from network behavior.
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